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ABSTRACT
Background: We sought to determine which aspect of the upper instrumented vertebrae (UIV)—tilt angle or screw 

angle—was more strongly associated with: (1) proximal junctional kyphosis/failure (PJK/F), (2) other mechanical complications 
and reoperations, and (3) patient- reported outcome measures (PROMs).

Methods: A single- institution, retrospective cohort study was undertaken for patients undergoing adult spinal deformity 
(ASD) surgery from 2011 to 2017. Only patients with UIV at T7 or below were included. The primary exposure variables were 
UIV tilt angle (the angle of the UIV inferior endplate and the horizontal) and UIV screw angle (the angle of the UIV screws 
and superior endplate). Multivariable logistic regression included age, body mass index, osteopenia/osteoporosis, postoperative 
sagittal vertical axis, postoperative pelvic- incidence lumbar lordosis mismatch, UIV tilt angle, and UIV screw angle.

Results: One hundred and seventeen patients underwent adult spinal deformity surgery with a minimum of 2- year follow- 
up. A total of 41 patients (35.0%) had PJK and 26 (22.2%) had PJF. (1) UIV tilt angle: 96 (82.1%) had lordotic UIV tilt angles, 
6 (5.1%) were neutral, and 15 (12.8%) were kyphotic. (2) UIV screw angle: 38 (32.5%) had cranially directed screws, 4 (3.4%) 
were neutral, and 75 (64.1%) were caudally directed. Both lordotic- angled UIV endplate (OR = 1.06, 95% CI = 1.01–1.12, and 
P = 0.020) and cranially directed screws (OR = 1.19, 95% CI = 1.07–1.33, and P < 0.001) were associated with higher odds of 
PJK, with a more pronounced effect of UIV screw angle compared with UIV tilt angle (Wald test, 9.40 vs 4.42). Similar results 
were found for PJF. Neither parameter was associated with other mechanical complications, reoperations, or patient- reported 
outcome measures.

Conclusions: UIV screw angle was more strongly associated with development of PJK/F compared with tilt angle. 
Overall, these modifiable parameters are directly under the surgeon’s control and can mitigate the development of PJK/F.

Clinical Relevance: Surgeons may consider selecting a UIV with a neutral or kyphotically directed UIV tilt angle when 
performing ASD surgery with a UIV in the lower thoracic or lumbar region, as well as use UIV screw angles that are caudally 
directed, for the purprose of decreasing the risk of developing PJK/F.

Level of Evidence: 3.

Complications

Keywords: Adult spinal deformity, vertebral tilt angle, upper instrumented vertebra, screw angle, proximal junctional kyphosis, 
mechanical complications, patient- reported outcomes

INTRODUCTION

Symptomatic adult spinal deformity (ASD) is a 
notable cause of morbidity in our aging population.1 
The most common mechanical complication following 
ASD correction is proximal junctional kyphosis (PJK), 
defined as focal kyphosis of 10° and an increase in 
kyphosis by 10° 2 levels above the upper instrumented 
vertebrae (UIV).2 Proximal junctional failure (PJF) 

is defined as a direct fracture of the UIV or adjacent 
vertebrae, often requiring reoperation.2 Both PJK and 
PJF (or PJK/F) can be associated with a neurological 
deficit. Efforts to limit PJK/F remain at the forefront of 
research efforts.

Several factors about the UIV may predispose 
patients to PJK, 2 of which include UIV tilt angle and 
UIV screw angle. Select studies have demonstrated an 
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association between UIV screw angle and the devel-
opment of postoperative mechanical complications.3–5 
In addition, UIV tilt angle—the angle of the superior 
endplate of the UIV compared with the horizontal—
may also be a risk factor for PJK. In 1 study exam-
ining long- construct lumbar fusions, Lewis et al6 
demonstrated that a higher UIV tilt angle (a more cra-
nially directed superior endplate) was associated with 
significantly higher rates of UIV fracture. In another 
study, Buell et al7 found that a greater UIV tilt angle 
was associated with PJK in the upper lumbar spine of 
patients who underwent ASD surgery with subsequent 
posterior tethering.

To our knowledge, the interplay between UIV tilt 
angle, UIV screw angle, and PJK/F has not been col-
lectively explored in an ASD cohort. Specifically, prior 
literature lacks concrete evidence and validation of 
the association between UIV tilt angle or UIV screw 
angle with PJK/F. In a cohort of patients undergo-
ing ASD surgery with a UIV in the lower thoracic or 
lumbar spine, we sought to determine which aspect of 
the UIV—the UIV tilt angle or UIV screw angle—was 
more strongly associated with (1) PJK/F, (2) other types 
of mechanical complications and reoperation, and (3) 
patient- reported outcome measures (PROMs).

METHODS

Study Design

A single- institution, retrospective cohort study was 
undertaken between 2011 and 2017. Three full- time 
employees completed clinical data collection, whose 
roles included contacting patients to collect pre- and 
postoperative PROMs. A total of 5 fellowship- trained 
neurosurgery and orthopedic spine surgeons contributed 
to all ASD cases. The Vanderbilt University Medical 
Center Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval was 
obtained (IRB#211290). A signed consent for participa-
tion was collected from all study participants.

Patient Population

Inclusion criteria were as follows: age ≥18 years, 
elective surgery, ≥5- level fusions, Cobb angle ≥30°, 
sagittal vertical axis (SVA) ≥5 cm, coronal vertical axis 
(CVA) ≥3 cm, pelvic tilt of ≥25°, and thoracic kyphosis 
≥60°. Only patients with UIV at T7 or below, in the 
lower thoracic or lumbar region, were included. Given 
that the vertebral tilt in the upper and lower thoracic 
vertebrae may vary substantially, we sought to homog-
enize our sample by only including patients with a UIV 
in the upper lumbar or lower thoracic spine. Rates of 
PJK/F are considerably lower in patients with a UIV in 
the upper thoracic spine,8 and an a- priori agreement was 
reached by all senior authors that fusions to the upper 
thoracic spine would be excluded. In keeping with prior 
literature, UIV screw angle was mainly investigated in 
the thoracolumbar spine.1 Therefore, an agreement of 
keeping the analysis to the thoracolumbar UIV to keep 
a homogeneous population was reached among the 
senior authors. Moreover, all patients had a minimum of 
2- year follow- up available as defined by the last office 
visit.

Exposure Variables

The 2 principal exposure variables were (1) UIV tilt 
angle and (2) UIV screw angle relative to the superior 
endplate. All measurements were taken from the first 
postoperative lateral radiographs. The UIV tilt angle 
was measured as described by Lewis et al6 and was 
defined as the angle created by the inferior endplate of 
the UIV with the horizontal line of the film (Figure 1). 
UIV tilt angles were classified as positive, negative, 
or neutral. Positive angles constituted lordotic angles, 
pointed cranially, while negative angles constituted 
kyphotic angles, pointed caudally. An angle of 0° ± 2° 
was considered neutral and parallel to the horizontal 
according to prior literature.1

UIV screw angle was measured in a similar fashion 
as reported by Harris et al5 and was defined by the angle 

Figure 1. Illustration of positive (A), neural (B), and negative (C) upper instrumented vertebrae (UIV) tilt angle.
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formed by the screw shaft and the superior vertebral 
endplate (Figure 2). A cranially directed screw angle (θ 
> 2°) toward the UIV superior endplate was considered 
positive (“+”), while a caudally directed screw (−2° > 
θ) away from the UIV superior endplate was consid-
ered negative (“–”). A neutral angle of –2° ≥ θ ≥ 2° was 
defined as parallel to the superior endplate within 2° 
according to prior literature.1 For patients with diver-
gent screws, 1 positive and 1 negative UIV screw angle 
(n = 23), as stated above, the mean screw angle was 
used.

Outcome Variables

The primary outcome was the development of PJK/F. 
PJK was defined as an angle between the UIV inferior 
endplate and UIV + 2 superior endplate ≥10° and a 
concomitant ≥10° change compared with preoperative 
imaging, in keeping with prior literature.1 All outcomes 
were evaluated with a minimum of 2- year follow- up.

Secondary outcomes included other types of mechan-
ical complications, reoperation, and 2- year PROMs. 
Mechanical complications included rod fracture, 
pseudarthrosis, distal junctional kyphosis (DJK), and 
implant failure. PROMs included Oswestry Disabil-
ity Index (ODI), Numeric Rating Scale (NRS) Back/
Leg, and EQ- 5D. DJK was defined as ≥10° increase 
in kyphosis between the lowest instrumented vertebra 
(LIV) and LIV- 1 on postoperative radiographs. Rod 
fracture was defined as the presence of single or double 
rod breakage on the postoperative radiograph. Implant 
failure included screw pullout, fracture, loosening, or 
dislodgment.

Statistical Analysis

Descriptive statistics were reported for patient demo-
graphics, pre- and postoperative characteristics, and 
radiographic measurements. Mean and SD for contin-
uous variables and frequency for categorical variables 
were calculated. UIV tilt angle and UIV screw angle 

were treated as continuous variables. Due to the over-
lapping nature of patients with pseudarthrosis and rod 
fracture, this group was analyzed as 1 group. Minimal 
clinically important difference (MCID) was calcu-
lated for PROMs and was set at 30% improvement at 
2 years postoperatively.1 UIV tilt angle and UIV screw 
angle were compared using both Student’s t test and 
χ2 between patients with and without PJK. Univari-
able and multivariable logistic regression was then 
performed with the primary outcome of PJK/F. Multi-
variable regression included only 1 consistent model to 
assess the impact of UIV tilt angle and UIV screw angle 
with outcomes. The only logistic regression model that 
was performed in our analysis consisted of the follow-
ing variables: age, body mass index, the presence of 
osteopenia/osteoporosis, postoperative SVA, postoper-
ative pelvic incidence lumbar lordosis mismatch, UIV 
tilt angle, and UIV screw angle. The difference between 
Wald statistics and the degree of freedom was calcu-
lated to compare the association between UIV tilt angle 
and UIV screw angle with outcome variables to deter-
mine which exposure variable was more strongly asso-
ciated with the outcome. The Wald statistic is a versatile 
way to test whether explanatory variables in a model 
are significant and to compare the significance among 
the independent variables.9 Since P values alone do not 
represent the effect size, we chose the Wald statistic and 
degree of freedom as a way to compare significance 
among the exposure variables. Furthermore, the P value 
does take into consideration the measure of uncertainty 
in statistical inference. The Wald statistics is a com-
monly used method for hypothesis testing in regression 
analysis and other statistical models. In other words, the 
Wald statistics assess the significance of the estimated 
parameter by comparing it to its estimated SE, which is 
a measure of uncertainty associated with the coefficient 
estimate.9 The Wald statistics were deemed particularly 
useful for assessing the relative importance of the inde-
pendent variables when the odds ratios and confidence 
intervals were similar, as they can help distinguish 

Figure 2. Illustration of positive (A), neural (B), and negative (C) upper instrumented vertebrae (UIV) screw angle.
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between variables that might otherwise appear closely 
associated. A larger Wald statistic indicates a stronger 
relationship between the independent variable and the 
dependent variable.10 Statistical significance was con-
sidered at an alpha level of <0.05. All analyses were 
performed using R version 4.1.3 (The R Foundation, 
Vienna, Austria).

RESULTS

Patient Demographics

During the study period, 117 patients underwent 
ASD surgery with a UIV at T7 or below. An additional 
153 patients underwent ASD surgery but did not have 
a complete follow- up to the 2- year mark and were sub-
sequently excluded from the analysis. Among the 117 
included patients, the mean age was 65.6 ± 9.2 and the 
mean number of instrumented levels was 8.9 ± 1.7. 
A total of 111 (94.9%) patients had constructs that 
extended to the sacrum. Full demographics of the ASD 
cohort are present in Table 1.

UIV Tilt Angle and UIV Screw Angle

Regarding UIV tilt angle, 96 (82.1%) had lordotic 
endplate angles, 6 (5.1%) had neutral endplate angles, 
and 15 (12.8%) had kyphotic endplate angles. Regard-
ing the UIV screw angle, 38 (32.5%) had positive (cra-
nially directed) screws, 4 (3.4%) had neutral screws, 
and 75 (64.1%) had negative (caudally directed) screws. 
The mean UIV tilt angle was 12.9° ± 13.6°, while the 
mean UIV screw angle was –3.2° ± 8.0°. The distribu-
tion of mean UIV tilt angle and mean UIV screw angle 
is shown in Figure 3.

PPJK/F

Overall, 70 (59.8%) patients had a mechanical com-
plication, and 54 (46.2%) patients required reoperation. 
A total of 41 (35.0%) patients had PJK and 26 (22.2%) 
had PJF. The summary of outcome variables is pre-
sented in Table 2.

In bivariate comparison testing, the UIV tilt angle 
was not significantly different between patients with 
and without PJK (13.6° ± 14.1° vs 12.5° ± 13.4°, P = 
0.689). When treated as a categorical variable, PJK was 
not significantly different in patients with kyphotic vs 
lordotic UIV tilt angle (36.9% vs 28.0%, P = 0.405). 
UIV screw angles for patients with PJK and without 
PJK were significantly different (–0.4° ± 7.9° vs –4.7° 
± 7.7°, P = 0.005). Of patients with positive, cranially 
directed screws, 53.1% had PJK, whereas in patients 

with neutral/negative (caudally directed) screws, 28.2% 
had PJK (P = 0.012; Table 3).

Multivariable logistic regression analysis controlling 
for age, body mass index, osteopenia/osteoporosis, 
postoperative SVA, postoperative pelvic incidence 
lumbar lordosis, UIV tilt angle, and UIV screw angle 
found that lordotic UIV angles were associated with 
higher odds of PJK (OR = 1.06, 95% CI = 1.01–1.12, 
P = 0.020), and positive, cranially directed screws were 
also associated with higher odds of PJK (OR = 1.19, 
95% CI = 1.07–1.33, P < 0.001). An evaluation of the 
predictor importance (Wald- df) indicated that the UIV 
screw angle was a stronger predictor of PJK than the 
UIV tilt angle (Wald test, 9.40 vs 4.42) when con-
trolling for the aforementioned covariates, with a lower 

Table 1. Demographics, operative variables, radiographic measurements, 
and PROMs of the total cohort.

Variables N = 117

Age, y, mean ± SD 65.6 ± 9.2
Women, n (%) 92 (78.6)
Body mass index, mean ± SD 30.0 ± 6.4
Charlson Comorbidity Index, mean ± SD 2.1 ± 2.8
Comorbidities, n (%)
  Diabetes 28 (23.9)
  Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease 37 (31.6)
  Congestive heart failure 13 (11.1)
  Hypertension 88 (75.2)
  Osteopenia/osteoporosis 47 (40.1)
  Dependent 15 (12.8)
Hounsfield unit average, mean ± SD 151.3 ± 53.4
Prior fusion, n (%) 46 (39.3)
Fused to sacrum, n (%) 111 (94.9)
Total instrumented levels, mean ± SD 8.9 ± 1.7
Three- column osteotomy, n (%) 21 (18.0%)
Sagittal malalignment (SVA > 5 cm), n (%) 56 (47.8%)
Coronal malalignment (CVA > 3 cm), n (%) 21 (17.9%)
Neutral alignment, n (%) 22 (18.8%)
Mixed malalignment, n (%) 18 (15.3%)
Upper instrumented vertebra, n (%)
   T7 9 (7.7)
  T8 19 (16.2)
  T9 12 (10.3)
  T10 33 (28.2)
  T11 20 (17.1)
  T12 15 (12.8)
   L1 4 (3.4)
  L2 5 (4.3)
Preoperative radiographic measurements, mean ± SD
  Pelvic incidence 51.6 ± 10.8
  Pelvic tilt 25.9 ± 8.9
  Thoracic kyphosis 32.3 ± 15.8
  SVA 88.0 ± 73.5
  CVA 23.9 ± 25.2
  Pelvic incidence lumbar lordosis mismatch 21.9 ± 16.5
  L1–S1 lordosis 29.7 ± 18.0
  L4–S1 lordosis 27.9 ± 12.1
  Lordosis distribution index 96.0 ± 158.6
Preoperative PROMs, mean ± SD
  NRS- Back 7.3 ± 1.7
  NRS- Leg 6.3 ± 2.4
  Oswestry Disability Index 51.6 ± 11.5
EQ- 5D 0.485 ± 0.204

Abbreviations: CVA, coronal vertical axis; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; PROM, 
patient- reported outcome measure; SVA, sagittal vertical axis.
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P value in the UIV screw angle compared with UIV tilt 
angle when predicting PJK (P < 0.001 vs P = 0.020). 
Figure 4 represents the distribution of UIV tilt angles 
and UIV screw angles associated with PJK compared 
with patients without PJK. Similarly, UIV angles were 
associated with significant increased odds of PJF (OR 
= 1.06, 95% CI = 1.01–1.12, P = 0.049), and positive, 
cranially directed screws were associated with higher 
PJF (OR = 1.14, 95% CI = 1.02–1.27, P = 0.013). An 
evaluation of the predictor importance (Wald- df) indi-
cated that the UIV screw angle was a stronger predictor 
of PJF as compared with the UIV tilt angle (Wald -df, 

5.13 vs 2.86) when controlling for the aforementioned 
covariates.

Remaining Mechanical Complications, Reopera-
tion, and PROMs

The overall prevalence of remaining types of 
mechanical complications (ie, not including PJK/F) 
was not significantly different between cohorts. Neither 
univariable nor multivariable analyses found signif-
icant associations between positive UIV tilt or UIV 
screw angles and overall mechanical complications, rod 
failure, pseudarthrosis, implant failure, or reoperations 
(Table 4). DJK was not included in the univariable and 
multivariable regression as it only occurred in 1 patient.

Postoperative PROMs of ODI, NRS- Back, and NRS- 
Leg are presented in Table 2. A multivariable logistic 
regression controlling for the aforementioned variables 
showed no significant associations between UIV tilt 
angle and UIV screw angle with MCID ODI, MCID 
NRS- Back, and MCID NRS- Leg (Table 4).

DISCUSSION

The current study analyzed the impact of UIV tilt 
angle and UIV screw angle on PJK/F in ASD patients 
with a UIV in the lower thoracic or lumbar region. 
When controlling for several confounding variables 
associated with PJK/F, lordotically angled UIVs were 
significantly associated with increased odds of PJK/F. 
Furthermore, cranially directed UIV screws were asso-
ciated with increased odds of PJK/F. Comparing the 2, 
it appeared that the UIV screw angle was the stronger 
predictor of PJK/F than the UIV tilt angle. Conversely, 
neither variable demonstrated a significant relationship 

Figure 3. Distribution of upper instrumented vertebrae (UIV) tilt angle (A) and UIV screw angle (B). Abbreviation: IQR, interquartile range.

Table 2. Summary of outcome variables.

Outcomes Total Sample
N = 117

Complications, n (%)
  Mechanical complications 70 (59.8)
  Proximal junctional kyphosis 41 (35.0)
  Proximal junctional failure 26 (22.2)
  Rod fracture/pseudarthrosis 46 (39.3)
  Distal junctional kyphosis 1 (0.9)
  Implant related 8 (6.8)
  Reoperations 54 (46.2)
Postoperative radiographic measurements, mean ± SD
  Pelvic tilt 23.9 ± 9.2
  Thoracic kyphosis 40.9 ± 14.4
  Sagittal vertical axis 66.3 ± 58.4
  Coronal vertical axis 19.2 ± 17.5
  Pelvic incidence lumbar lordosis mismatch 11.3 ± 14.2
  L1–S1 lordosis 40.3 ± 14.4
  L4–S1 lordosis 26.9 ± 9.1
  Lordosis distribution index 70.1 ± 29.1
  Sagittal vertical axis correction 47.9 ± 41.97
  Coronal vertical axis correction 29.2 ± 30.8
Patient- reported outcome measures, n (%)
  MCID NRS- Back 47 (51.1)
  MCID NRS- Leg 59 (68.6)
  MCID Oswestry Disability Index 51 (55.4)

Abbreviations: MCID, minimal clinically important difference; NRS, Numeric 
Rating Scale.
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with the remaining types of mechanical complications 
or with PROMs.

UIV tilt angle and the development of mechani-
cal complications have been less rigorously studied 
than pedicle screw placement/angle. A recent study of 
190 patients undergoing ASD surgery found that PJK 
occurred more frequently in patients with a higher post-
operative UIV slope, but this association was not sig-
nificant on regression analysis.11 However, the authors 
did not control for the UIV screw angle, which showed 
a significant association with PJK in previous literature. 
Lafage et al12 found that posterior construct inclination, 
or more lordotically angled UIV endplates, were present 
more often in patients who developed PJK. However, 
neither of these studies accounted for screw angle when 
assessing UIV tilt. Our data suggest that more lordoti-
cally angled UIVs in the thoracolumbar spine are asso-
ciated with increased odds of PJK/F, which was present 
when controlling for other factors, including the UIV 
screw angle. However, UIV tilt angle proved to be the 

less important variable in predicting PJK/F than UIV 
screw angle.

UIV screw angle was more strongly associated with 
the development of PJK/F than the UIV tilt angle in the 
current analysis. Specifically, cranially directed UIV 
screw angles were associated with increased odds of the 
development of PJK/F. Several potential reasons exist 
as to why UIV screw angle was the more important 
factor to UIV tilt angle. A screw that compromises the 
integrity of the unfused facet joint or violates the supe-
rior endplate may accelerate the degeneration process 
and lead to the development of PJK/F. In contrast, a 
perfectly placed screw, parallel to the superior endplate 
or slightly caudally directed, in an otherwise lordotic 
UIV, may have a lower chance of failure. Our findings 
are in line with at least 2 previous studies. Harris et al5 
found that UIV pedicle screws angled ≥3° cranially had 
significantly greater odds of developing PJK and PJF, 
compared with those with screws angled <3° cranially. 
Similarly, Jung et al13 found that straightforward screws 

Table 3. Comparison of the UIV tilt angle and UIV screw angle in patients with and without proximal junctional kyphosis.

Variables With PJK Without PJK P

UIV tilt angle
  Mean ± SD 13.6° ± 14.1° 12.5° ± 13.4° 0.689
  Lordotic UIV tilt angle, n (%) 34 (36.9) 58 (63.1) 0.405
  Neutral/kyphotic UIV tilt angle, n (%) 7 (28.0) 18 (72.0)
UIV screw angle
  Mean ± SD –0.4° ± 7.9° –4.7° ± 7.7° 0.005
  Cranially directed screws, n (%) (N = 32) 17 (53.1) 15 (46.9) 0.012
  Neutral/caudally directed screws, n (%) (N = 85) 24 (28.2) 61 (71.8)

Abbreviation: UIV, upper instrumented vertebrae.

Figure 4. Distribution of upper instrumented vertebrae (UIV) tilt angle (A) and UIV screw angle (B) with proximal junctional kyphosis (PJK) occurrence.
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at the thoracolumbar junction were protective against 
PJK (straightforward screws are functionally caudally 
angled due to the natural lordotic curvature of the tho-
racolumbar junction). Although we produced similar 
findings, our study offered a larger cohort (117 vs 96 
and 83 patients) and provided insight into the impor-
tance of the relationship between UIV screw and tilt 
angles. Importantly, our study focused on ASD fusions 
to the lower thoracic or upper lumbar spine, which rep-
resents a different population that fusions to the upper 
thoracic spine. Furthermore, our study found that UIV 
screw angle was neither associated with any additional 
varieties of mechanical complications nor was it pre-
dictive of differences in PROMs, an assessment that has 
not been conducted in the existing literature.

While the current study cannot explain causation, 
several potential theories may explain our findings. 
In terms of the UIV angle, a lordotic UIV tilt angle 
may predispose one to PJK/F due to excessive spinal 
realignment during ASD surgery, causing undue force 
on the construct. Conversely, a UIV angle in line with 
the horizontal may allow for more flexibility at the top 
end of the construct and may reduce exogenous forces 
that predispose one to adjacent segment degeneration. 
According to the Roussouly classification,14 if the lower 
arc of spinal kyphosis is too pronounced, the unfused 

spine may have to compensate with more kyphosis, thus 
precipitating PJK/F. Regarding UIV screw angle, more 
cranially directed UIV screw angles may be associated 
with increased odds of PJK/F secondary to multiple 
factors. First, as constructs settle and patients become 
more active after surgery, cranially directed screws 
may disrupt the suprajacent disc space/endplate. Even 
if the screws do not violate the disc space, as cranially 
directed screws approach the endplate, they may begin 
to erode the bone abutting the endplate, thus decreas-
ing cortical purchase and predisposing to mechanical 
complications. It is also possible that caudally directed 
screws are placed in a different vector than the vector in 
which screws are most biomechanically predisposed to 
pullout. By being placed in a more downward direction, 
not in line with the easiest method of loosening and 
failure, caudally directed screws may protect against 
a more horizontal pullout force. Finally, the more cra-
nially directed screws may provide a greater pullout 
strength, as has been suggested in prior biomechani-
cal studies,3,4 and may in turn make the construct more 
stiff than is optimal and may hasten adjacent segment 
degeneration.

The development of, and therefore the prevention of, 
PJK/F itself is likely multifactorial. Other factors have 
been studied that may contribute to the development 

Table 4. Univariate and multivariable logistic regression predicting PJK. Multivariable regression model included age, body mass index, osteopenia/osteoporosis, 
postoperative sagittal vertical axis, postoperative pelvic incidence lumbar lordosis, UIV tilt angle, and UIV screw angle.

Variable

Univariate Multivariable

OR (95% CI) Wald- df P OR (95% CI) Wald- df P

Mechanical Complications
  UIV tilt angle 0.99 (0.96–1.02) –0.76 0.621 1.01 (0.97–1.05) –0.31 0.405
  UIV screw angle 1.01 (0.96–1.06) –0.64 0.545 1.06 (0.98–1.15) 1.70 0.100
PJK
  UIV tilt angle 1.00 (0.97–1.03) –0.85 0.686 1.06 (1.01–1.12) 4.42 0.020
  UIV screw angle 1.07 (1.01–1.12) 6.23 0.007 1.19 (1.07–1.33) 9.40 0.001
PJK
  UIV tilt angle 1.00 (0.97–1.03) –0.97 0.846 1.06 (1.01–1.12) 2.86 0.049
  UIV screw angle 1.07 (1.01–1.14) 5.44 0.011 1.14 (1.02–1.27) 5.13 0.013
Rod Fracture/Pseudarthrosis
  UIV tilt angle 0.98 (0.96–1.02) –0.33 0.412 0.99 (0.95–1.03) –0.93 0.785
  UIV screw angle 0.97 (0.93–1.02) –0.06 0.334 0.95 (0.89–1.02) 0.58 0.208
Implant Related
  UIV tilt angle 1.00 (0.95–1.05) –0.99 0.926 1.03 (0.95–1.12) –0.39 0.435
  UIV screw angle 0.96 (0.88–1.06) –0.46 0.466 0.97 (0.82–1.15) –0.91 0.768
Reoperations
  UIV tilt angle 0.98 (0.96–1.01) –0.38 0.430 1.00 (0.96–1.04) –0.95 0.831
  UIV screw angle 0.99 (0.95–1.04) –0.99 0.962 0.99 (0.92–1.06) –0.93 0.785
MCID NRS- Back
  UIV tilt angle 0.98 (0.96–1.01) –0.50 0.480 0.96 (0.92–1.01) 1.13 0.144
  UIV screw angle 1.04 (0.99–1.10) 1.60 0.106 1.08 (0.99–1.18) 2.11 0.077
MCID NRS- Leg
  UIV tilt angle 0.99 (0.96–1.03) –0.99 0.959 0.99 (0.94–1.03) –0.82 0.671
  UIV screw angle 1.02 (0.97–1.09) –0.08 0.337 1.01 (0.92–1.10) –0.97 0.859
MCID Oswestry Disability Index
  UIV tilt angle 1.00 (0.97–1.03) 0.09 0.753 1.01 (0.96–1.04) –1.00 0.961
  UIV screw angle 1.02 (0.97–1.07) –0.24 0.384 1.05 (0.96–1.14) 0.45 0.228

Abbreviations: MCID, minimal clinically important difference; NRS, Numeric Rating Scale; PJK, proximal junctional kyphosis; UIV, upper instrumented vertebrae.
Note. UIV tilt angle and UIV screw angle were treated as continuous variables.
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of PJK/F such as bone density, the use of adjuncts 
such as cement, hooks, or tethers, and selection of the 
UIV.3,4,7,15,16 These factors should also be carefully con-
sidered alongside UIV parameters. As UIV tilt angle 
and UIV screw angle are modifiable factors under the 
surgeon’s control, taken together they may be a useful 
tool to help mitigate the development of this compli-
cation. The surgeon should select a UIV level that is 
neutral when possible and ensure screws placed at the 
UIV are neutrally or caudally directed in order to min-
imize the risk of developing PJK/F. Nevertheless, the 
potential clinical implications should be exercised with 
caution, given that the current study was not designed 
to establish causality between these parameters and 
PJK/F. Future prospective studies should further inves-
tigate the causal relationships by including a control 
group to rigorously assess the impact of UIV tilt angle 
and UIV screw angle on the occurrence of PJK/F while 
controlling for potential confounding factors, thereby 
providing more robust evidence for clinical decision- 
making.

This study recognizes its limitations. First, a retro-
spective analysis of prospective data within a single 
institution has inherent limitations as some information 
might be lost. Prospective multicenter studies are encour-
aged to control for bias and increase generalizability. In 
addition, while we used Wald statistics and degree of 
freedom to compare the impact of tilt angle and screw 
angle on patient outcomes, the significant association 
does not imply causation due to the inherent limitations 
of a retrospective study with a small sample size. Ret-
rospective studies pose significant limitations of the 
statistical analysis, making it challenging to confidently 
determine the association between UIV tilt angle and 
UIV screw angle with outcomes. Second, UIV tilt angle 
can be modified by patient position, and minor variation 
may occur during positioning for imaging, which may 
in turn affect study results. Third, factors such as screw 
length, screw- entry location, or endplate violation may 
affect the development of PJK/F and were not consid-
ered in this study. Fourth, a limited sample size may 
reduce the generalizability of the conclusions drawn, 
and further studies including larger cohorts should val-
idate these findings. More than half of the total cohort 
were lost to follow- up and subsequently excluded from 
the analysis, which may further limit the generalizabil-
ity of our analysis. However, given that these patients 
were from the same institution, it is likely that their 
exclusion would not substantially impact the overall 
findings and conclusions of our study. Fifth, the choice 
of the UIV between T7- L2 may have increased the 

heterogeneity of our patients sample due to the inher-
ent difference in thoracic kyphosis, inflection point, 
and lumbar lordosis. Sixth, while we adopted the radio-
graphic diagnosis of PJK,17 a consensus regarding the 
diagnosis of PJK remains poorly established. A normal 
reciprocal change in kyphosis angle due to the correc-
tion of hypolordosis of the lumbar spine may sometimes 
be mistaken with PJK, which may have overestimated 
our findings. A growing body of literature indicates 
that the classic definition of PJK may be inappropri-
ately low.18 Seventh, since prior literature has shown 
that pelvic instrumentation may not directly impact the 
risk of PJK/F,19 we opted to include patients with and 
without pelvic extension of the arthrodesis. On the other 
hand, one of the major drawbacks of spinal deformity 
studies is that mechanical complications are multifacto-
rial processes, and not all cofactors can be consistently 
accounted for. Even though we have accounted for mul-
tiple covariates, confounding bias may still exist due 
to the inherent limitation of retrospective studies and 
the multifactorial nature of mechanical complications. 
Finally, the mechanical complication rates were higher 
than previously reported in the literature, which may be 
due to the registry including operations from more than 
a decade ago, when techniques and knowledge of ASD 
surgery were evolving. It is likely that these complica-
tion rates do not reflect the current practice at our insti-
tution among the 4 fellowship- trained spine surgeons 
doing ASD surgery. However, we still found meaning in 
reporting our institution’s data to investigate the impact 
of UIV tilt angle and UIV screw angle on patient out-
comes. Subsequently, it is important to mention that our 
current practice consists of optimizing bone mineral 
density preoperatively through anabolic prescriptions 
prior to proceeding with the surgery to mitigate the risk 
imposed by osteoporosis on postoperative outcomes, 
which we have controlled for in our regression analysis. 
Furthermore, ways to prevent PJK/F are currently being 
used, including surgical cements and adjunct devices, 
such as hooks and tethers. We also routinely incorporate 
spinal alignment principles as described by Roussouly, 
which has reinforced the importance of low lordosis 
and different spinal shapes dictated by pelvic incidence 
and sacral slope.

CONCLUSION

In ASD fusions with a UIV in the lower thoracic or 
lumbar region, both lordotically angled UIV endplates 
and cranially directed UIV screws were associated with 
higher odds of PJK/F. Although we had a high dropout 
rate, the UIV screw angle appeared to be more strongly 
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associated with the development of PJK/F, with a lesser 
contribution from the UIV tilt angle. The potential 
clinical implications should be approached cautiously 
given the multifactorial nature of PJK/F. When per-
forming ASD surgery with a UIV in the lower thoracic 
or lumbar region, surgeons may consider selecting a 
UIV with a neutral or kyphotically directed UIV tilt 
angle, as well as use UIV screw angles that are cau-
dally directed to help minimize the risk of developing 
PJK/F. Further research, including prospective studies 
with control groups, is needed to provide more robust 
evidence for these surgical decisions.
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